The Ithaca® POSjet® 1500 receipt/validation color inkjet printer is an evolution of our POSjet® 1000 receipt printer, the Ithaca brand POSjet 1500 boasts all of the industry-leading features of the POSjet 1000 — but with some key validation features. For instance, it has the ability to validate various sized one-ply forms in standard or rotated print mode, plus print the full front or back of a check. The POSjet 1500 prints in your choice of red, black, green or blue—in any combination of two colors—thanks to 7-million-character Hewlett-Packard cartridges. Engineered for easy, worry-free operation, the POSjet 1500 comes with a standard 2-year warranty, complete with extended maintenance options.
PRINTING CHARACTERISTICS

Resolution: Max. 208 dpi horizontal, 96 dpi vertical
Print speed (@ 8 lpi): 12 lps min. @ 10 cpi, 6 lps min. @40 cpl
Line per inch (lpi): Selectable (defaults = 6 and 8)
Characters per inch (cpi): Selectable to 30 max.
(13, 14.8, and 17.3)
Characters per line: 74 max. (default=43)
Print zone width: 2.5 inches (63.5 mm.)
Inserted form: 9 lines @ 6 LPI (12 lines @ 8 LPI)
Back: 30 lines @ 6 LPI (40 lines @ 8 LPI)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions without cutter (in inches): 6.75 W x 9.75 D x 5.92 H
Dimensions without cutter (in mm.): 172 W x 248 D x 151 H
Dimensions with cutter (in inches): 6.75 W x 9.75 D x 6.44 H
Dimensions with cutter (in mm.): 172 W x 248 D x 164 H
Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7 Kg)
Shipping Weight: 8 lbs. (3.6 Kg)

INTERFACE OPTIONS

RS232C: Bi-Directional Serial (9- or 25-Pin D-shell)
IEEE1284: Bi-Directional Parallel (25-Pin D-shell or 36-Pin Centronics)
Universal Serial Bus (USB)
10 Base-T Ethernet

PRINTER DRIVERS

Windows™ 95/98/2000/Me/XP, NT 4.0, OPOS

OPTIONS

- Two-color printing (choose from black, red, green, and blue)
- Auto-Cutter; partial cut
- Adjustable ‘paper low’ sensor
- Buzzer

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Small power brick internally mounted in PowerPocket® slot: 100-240 VAC
Universal Switcher, 47-63 Hz OR 24 VDC from external power source

RELIABILITY

Printer in full operation (tear-bar model)*
MTBF: 28,000 hours
Auto-Cutter: 1,000,000 cuts
*Reliability data is based on our standard test conditions simulating a normal retail operating environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECS

Extended Operating Temperature: 32 to +113 °F @ 10 to 90% RH, 0 to +45 °C
Storage Temperature: 14 to +140 °F @ 10 to 90% RH, -10 to +60 °C

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

FCC Class A UL/ULc CE Mark TUV
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Legacy Technology Services

Talk to an expert, call
866-271-9891

www.LegacyGlobal.com

About us
- Legacy Technology Services is a leading nationwide provider of mobile computers, barcode scanners, printers and point of sale equipment and services.
- For over a decade, thousands of clients across North America have trusted us to provide equipment from leading manufacturers backed by the services to support them.

Latest Hardware from top manufacturers
- Legacy handles virtually every major manufacturer of mobile computing, barcoding and point of sale equipment.

Expert Repair and Maintenance services
- Legacy is one of the largest repair facilities in North America and is an Authorized Repair Center for many manufacturers.

Discontinued product sourcing
- They don't make it anymore? Our inventory also includes manufacturer close-outs and discontinued equipment to support our clients legacy infrastructure.

Trade-in and Disposal services
- That old equipment laying around your facility may still have some value.
  Legacy routinely purchases equipment from our clients around the globe.
  - Data destruction
  - Hardware disposal
  - Auditing services

Dedicated client account team
- Dedicated, highly trained account managers are here to answer all your questions and provide top notch service.

Equipment rental services
- Sometimes renting is a better solution, Legacy's huge rental inventory provides the equipment you need for temporary needs and projects.

Legacy, Inc.,
56 Chancellor Drive,
Roselle, IL 60172
630-622-2001
Fax: 630-622-2044
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